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bstract

This paper presents the results of an energy analysis for load-following versus battery-hybrid direct-hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. The analysis
tilizes dynamic fuel cell vehicle simulation tools previously presented [R.M. Moore, K.H. Hauer, J. Cunningham, S. Ramaswamy, A dynamic

imulation tool for the battery-hybrid hydrogen fuel cell vehicle, Fuel Cells, submitted for publication; R.M. Moore, K.H. Hauer, D.J. Friedman,
.M. Cunningham, P. Badrinarayanan, S.X. Ramaswamy, A. Eggert, A dynamic simulation tool for hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, J. Power Sources,
41 (2005) 272–285], and evaluates energy utilization and efficiency for standardized drive cycles used in the US, Europe and Japan.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The focus of this paper is on the direct-hydrogen fuel cell
ehicle (DHFCV). Specifically, it presents the results from a
omparison of the energy use for two battery-hybrid DHFCV
esigns with that of a load-following DHFCV design. This is
he third paper of a three paper series on DHFCVs. The first two
apers of the series presented dynamic simulation tools devel-
ped to realistically analyze battery-hybrid and load-following
HFCVs [1,2].
Hybridizing the DHFCV is generally assumed to be a

iable technique for improving the vehicle energy use and
fficiency—largely based on the ability to recover and reuse
egenerative braking energy. However, there are also nega-
ive aspects of hybridization, including additional complex-

ty, additional packaging constraints, and potentially higher
ost—especially when the hybrid design is configured for maxi-
um recovery and reuse of regenerative braking energy. Balanc-
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ng these negative attributes are potential benefits of hybridiza-
ion, e.g., improvement in start-up performance, improved per-
ormance (acceleration), potential efficiency improvements for
he fuel cell system operation, and durability and efficiency
enefits from operating the fuel cell stack in a less dynamic
ode.
This paper presents simulation results, and a detailed

uantitative analysis, of energy flows and energy efficiency
or the hybrid and load-following DHFCV designs. Vehicle
nergy use and efficiency is compared amongst the load-
ollowing and two battery-hybrid DHFCV designs. Vehicle
missions are not considered here, since no emissions other
han water are present. In addition, upstream energy losses
nd emissions associated with the production, distribution
nd marketing of hydrogen fuel are not addressed. This is
ecause the use of a common fuel renders this a moot
ssue for purposes of comparison amongst alternative DHFCV
esigns.

It should be noted that the battery-hybrid DHFCV designs

nalyzed here are specifically selected to optimize the recov-
ry and reuse of regenerative braking energy to the maximum
xtent that is realistically feasible. These battery-hybrid designs
ave already been presented in terms of their detailed pros
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Fig. 1. Configuration of th

nd cons, as compared to several other battery-hybrid designs,
nd the details regarding the choice of these two alternatives

nd the simulation tools developed for their simulation and
nalysis have been presented in the literature [1,3]. A simi-
arly detailed discussion of the load-following DHFCV design,

t
D
F

Fig. 2. First configuration for DHFC

Fig. 3. Second configuration for DHF
d-following vehicle (LF).

nd the associated simulation tool, is also in the literature [2].
hese three designs will only be briefly reviewed here, since
he details are available in the literature [1,2]. The alternative
HFCV designs that are compared in this paper are shown in
igs. 1–3.

V battery-hybrid – Config1.

CV battery-hybrid – Config2.
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Table 1
Vehicle acceleration and maximum speed

Target values LFa Config2 Config1b

0–60 mph (s) 12 12.2 11.9 13.2
Max. speed, min (mph) 85 94 94 94
0–30 mph (s) Not a target 5.0 4.8 5.0
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.1. Alternative DHFCV designs

The load-following DHFCV design is shown in Fig. 1 with
he energy flows illustrated by arrows. Further details of this
esign, and of the details for the related simulation tool, are
resented in [2].

Fig. 2 shows the first battery-hybrid vehicle design to be ana-
yzed, with arrows indicating the direction of electrical power
ows. This design is referred to as Config1 (shorthand for con-
guration 1). The key factor in this design is the placement of

he dc–dc converter in the primary energy path between the fuel
ell stack and the motor electronics. This design, and the related
imulation tool, are presented and discussed in the literature [1].

Fig. 3 shows the general configuration of the second fuel cell
attery-hybrid design, designated as “Config2” (shorthand for
onfiguration 2). The key change from Config1 is the place-
ent of the dc–dc converter in the charging path for the battery

ack, rather than in the primary energy path between the fuel
ell stack and the motor electronics. The arrows show the direc-
ion of electrical current flow amongst the major components.

detailed discussion of this design, and the simulation tool, is
vailable in the literature [1].

The next subsection reviews the methodology for this study.

.2. Methodology

When comparing the load-following and battery-hybrid
HFCVs in this study, care is taken to keep the vehicle param-

ters identical wherever possible. The only exception is when
he hybridization requires that specific parameters or sub-system
onfigurations be modified (e.g., vehicle curb weight incorpo-
ates the additional weight of the battery-hybrid fuel cell system,
rimarily associated with the battery pack and the dc–dc con-
erter).

The load-following and battery-hybrid DHFCVs are
esigned on an “equal performance” basis. The Partnership for
New Generation of Vehicles2 (PNGV) defined a set of vehicle

argets which are generally followed in this study (the so-called
3X” car). Specifically, in this analysis a subset of the 3X perfor-
ance parameters are incorporated within the DHFCV design

riteria. This subset relates to the acceleration performance of
he vehicle and is presented in Table 1. These vehicle accel-
ration parameters, plus the top speed requirement, constitute
he dominant performance criteria used for sizing the system
omponents in the load-following vehicle.

In simulating the vehicles analyzed here, it is necessary to
pecify values for a number of vehicle parameters. These are
he input values that describe either the vehicle or, in cer-

ain cases, component properties. The parameters are either
ingle-valued (e.g., the aerodynamic drag coefficient), tables
e.g., battery resistance as a function of the state of charge), or

2 The Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV) was an pub-
ic/private partnership between the US government (seven agencies and 20
ederal laboratories) and Chrysler, Ford, and General Motors that aimed to
trengthen the United States’ competitiveness by developing technologies for a
ew generation of vehicles.
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Load-following.
b Results when the vehicle power demand (as seen by the fuel cell stack), is

veraged over 20 s.

wo-dimensional efficiency maps (e.g., motor and transmission
fficiency).

It is important to remember that the values of these parame-
ers, or the technologies used (with their inherent parameters),
re chosen so that the complete vehicle is able to meet the vehicle
erformance requirements. Therefore, the process of “design-
ng” the vehicle is inherently iterative, and the parameter values
or each design are selected through this iteration process.

For example, the vehicle mechanical properties (such as aero-
ynamic drag coefficient, frontal area, tire diameter, and tire
riction) are invariant for all three vehicles (see Appendix B). In
ontrast, the overall vehicle mass varies, i.e., for the two battery-
ybrid designs the NiMH battery pack and the dc–dc converter
oth add significant mass to the vehicle curb weight.

In addition, some parameters are fixed, such as the aero-
ynamic drag and the frontal area (these are PNGV “3X car”
equirements). Also, various vehicle component parameters are
xed, e.g., the shape and the values of the motor efficiency map,
nd the transmission efficiency map. In contrast, other vehicle
arameters such as the gear ratio and the fuel cell system net
utput power are the direct result of the design iteration process
equired to satisfy Table 1. The battery-hybrid vehicles use the
ame fuel cell stack, auxiliaries, and electric power train as used
n the load-following vehicle platform. It is therefore not partic-
larly surprising that the performance of the load-following and
ybrid DHFCVs evaluated here are very similar.

The major differences amongst the three DHFCV configura-
ions evaluated in this study occur in the fuel cell system designs.
or the battery-hybrids these fuel cell system designs include

wo additional components, a dc–dc converter and a large battery
ack, and an additional controller (described here as the battery
ontroller) to manage these additional components together with
he fuel cell stack. These additional components enable regener-
tive braking to be implemented at the vehicle level and provide
or storage and reuse of this regenerative energy.

.3. SOC correction

For battery-hybrid vehicles, it is important to properly
ccount for the net energy stored in (or extracted from) the
nergy storage device (battery, ultracapacitor) when evaluat-
ng the efficiency of the vehicle over a drive cycle. The central

dea behind this exercise is that for long-term performance test-
ng (which is the “proper” metric for evaluating performance)
he energy stored in the battery should be irrelevant as far
s the miles kWh−1 numbers are concerned. Since simulating
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ong-term performance over specific drive cycles would imply
ery long simulation times (due to “n” repeats of the driving
ycle), it is easier to correct the miles kWh−1 numbers for sin-
le cycle runs by an appropriate amount (which if determined
orrectly would yield a result similar to one obtained after long-
erm testing).

For batteries if the SOC (state of charge) at the beginning of
he cycle and the end of the cycle are equal, then the efficiency
umbers do not have to be corrected in any way. Since this is
ften not the case, the correct efficiency is calculated by taking
nto account the difference in initial SOC and the final SOC.

The standard methods of evaluating the SOC correction for
attery-hybrid vehicles and the SOC correction method adopted
n this current study have been presented and discussed in the lit-
rature and the reader is referred to this discussion for details [1].

.4. Organization of paper

The detailed results of this study are now presented in a series
f detailed discussions. This includes total energy usage of the
ehicles on various drive cycles, as well as detailed analysis
f energy usage in the different fuel cell system components,
ighlighting where energy is consumed. Finally the overall study
s discussed and conclusions are presented. The main body of
he paper is supplemented with two appendices. Appendix A
efines the nomenclature used in the study, and Appendix B
resents the vehicle parameters used in the study.

. Energy analysis overview for Config1 and Config2

This section briefly summarizes the results of the comparison
etween the energy utilization and energy efficiency of the two
attery-hybrid DHFCV designs (Config1 and Config2) and the
oad-following (LF) DHFCV design. Although it is generally
xpected that the recovery and reuse of regenerative braking
nergy will benefit the energy utilization of a DHFCV, it can
lso be said that, in general, hybridizing a fuel cell vehicle is not
xpected to show as much of an improvement in fuel economy as
s obtained by hybridizing an internal combustion engine vehicle
ICE). This is a result of the net system efficiency relationship
ersus net power of a fuel cell system, where peak efficiency
ccurs at a low power levels and is thus efficiently exploited by
n LF (load-following) design for typical drive cycles. Again, it
s important to emphasize that there may be reasons other than
nergy utilization to adopt a battery-hybrid design for a DHFCV.
For clarity in presenting the results for Config1 and Con-
g2, each of these battery-hybrid designs are first individually
ompared to the LF design before discussing the more complex
omparison among the three DHFCV options. The metric used in

c
(
h
c

able 2
ehicle fuel economy (miles kWh−1)

iles kWh−1 HIWAY Combined FUD

F 2.46 2.18 2.00
onfig1 2.34 2.21 2.12
ercentage difference −4.9 +1.4 +6
ig. 4. Vehicle fuel economy for alternative international driving cycles. Note:
DH” is load-following and “DHBhyb” is Config1.

ll energy utilization comparisons is “miles kWh−1-LHV (H2)”.
Note that a fully warmed up vehicle achieving a fuel economy
f 25 mpg (9.41 L/100 km) would equate to 0.74 miles kWh−1,
nd a fuel economy of 35 mpg (6.72 L/100 km) would equate to
.04 miles kWh−1 using conventional gasoline.]

.1. Config1

In comparing the energy utilization of the LF fuel cell vehicle
o that of the Config1 battery-hybrid DHFCV, vehicle parame-
ers are kept the same except where the hybridization requires a
pecific change due to sub-system configurations (e.g.; the Con-
g1 vehicle curb weight incorporates additional weight for the
attery hybridized fuel cell sub-system, due to the battery pack
nd dc–dc converter).

The overall fuel economy results for Config1 are shown in
ig. 4, referencing seven internationally used drive cycles. Note

hat these results assume the vehicles are fully warmed up before
eginning the drive cycle.

Several trends can be observed in Fig. 4. For the US EPA
ycles, the load-following vehicle outperformed the Config1
ybrid on the HIWAY sequence (5% lower fuel economy for the
ybrid vehicle), but the hybrid had better results on the FUDS
ycle (6% larger). The resulting combined cycle results are very
imilar for both platforms, with the hybrid vehicle showing only
negligible improvement in combined cycle fuel economy.

The numerical values of the miles kWh−1 values plotted in
ig. 4 are presented in Table 2, along with the % change versus

he LF design.
Examining the percent difference row in Table 2, the LF vehi-
le outperforms the Config1 hybrid on the HIWAY sequence
5% lower fuel economy for the hybrid vehicle), but the hybrid
as better results on the FUDS cycle (6% larger). The resulting
ombined cycle results are very similar for both platforms, with

S US06 NEDC ECE J1015

1.39 2.06 1.93 1.99
1.44 2.11 1.92 2.05

+3.6 +2.4 −0.5 +3.0
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he hybrid vehicle showing a negligible 1.4% improvement in
uel economy. On the more aggressive US06 cycle, the hybrid
howed only a 3.6% improvement in the fuel economy results,
relatively small improvement. In looking at the European and

apanese drive cycles, the advantage of the Config1 hybrid is
gain either quite minor or even negative (e.g., the ECE cycle).
here are four primary factors that combine to produce these

esults: dc–dc converter loss, vehicle weight effect, fuel cell sys-
em efficiency and regenerative braking.

The dc–dc converter loss is the primary negative attribute of
he Config1 design vis-à-vis the LF design, when comparing
hese alternative DHFCV designs solely on the basis of fuel
fficiency. The loss due to the dc–dc converter occurs in the
rimary energy conversion path (the output of the fuel cell stack)
nd creates a significant deficit vis-à-vis the LF design—where
he stack output is applied directly to the electric drive train.

The Config1 battery-hybrid vehicle is 9% heavier than the
oad-following platform, due to the 130 kg weight of the battery
ack plus dc–dc converter. This additional weight has a notice-
ble negative effect on fuel economy.

In addition, the overall fuel cell system efficiency tends to be
ower for the hybrid vehicle, primarily due to losses in the dc–dc
onverter and battery components. Although not specifically dis-
ussed in this paper, this lower fuel cell system efficiency also
as a negative effect on fuel economy for the Config1 hybrid
latform.

The basic design goal for the hybrid designs evaluated in this
tudy is the recovery and reuse of regenerative braking energy
o the maximum extent that is realistically possible.

However, the magnitude of the regenerative braking energy is
trongly drive cycle dependent. For example, on the FUDS driv-
ng sequence almost twice the energy is recovered at the wheel
s is the case for the US06 cycle. It is important to note, however,
hat this is only the energy recovered at the wheel. In order for
his energy to be useful for motive power (and therefore to affect
he vehicles energy efficiency) a “round trip” efficiency needs to
e accounted for—where the energy passes through the trans-
ission and motor to the battery pack and then back through the

ame chain to the wheels. This reduces the benefit of regenera-
ive energy recovery and reuse. In addition, the added weight of
he hybrid sub-system in Config1, and the inefficiencies asso-
iated with the battery pack “round trip” plus dc–dc converter
osses combine to significantly diminish the actual benefit of
egenerative braking energy reuse.

All of these negative effects are partially balanced by the

egenerative braking, which has a very noticeable positive effect
n the hybrid vehicle’s fuel usage. Therefore, cycles with a large
mount of braking (i.e., FUDS) tend to show improvements for
he hybrid efficiency versus the load-following DHFCV. How-

t
‘
t
e

able 3
ehicle fuel economy

iles kWh−1 HIWAY Combined FUDS

H 2.46 2.18 2.0
onfig2 2.46 2.36 2.2
ercentage difference 0 +8.3 +14.5
ig. 5. Vehicle fuel economy for multiple driving cycles. Note: “DH” is load-
ollowing and “DHBhyb2” is Config2.

ver, these individual effects must be realistically simulated in
rder to reach valid conclusions re-energy usage.

The Config1 battery-hybrid simulation tool used in this study
ncludes all of these tradeoffs, in as realistic a fashion as possible
1]. The analysis result for the Config1 DHFCV design is that
nly for cycles with a relatively high amount of regenerative
raking at low to medium power levels (e.g., the FUDS cycle) are
here distinct advantages for Config1 over the LF design, in terms
f vehicle fuel economy. For the other cycles, advantages may lie
n non-quantitative advantages associated with the less stringent
ynamic performance requirements placed on the Config1 fuel
ell system, but this is not specifically considered in this analysis.

In summary, for the Config1 DHFCV design there does not
ppear to be any substantive benefit vis-à-vis the LF design in
erms of fuel efficiency (although there may be other operational
enefits not specifically evaluated in this study).

.2. Config2

Config2 battery-hybrid DHFCV fuel economy results are
resented in Fig. 5 for several drive cycles. Both systems are
haracterized in terms of ‘miles kWh−1’ (LHV of H2) for each
rive cycle. These results assume the vehicles are fully warmed
p before starting the drive cycle.

Numerical values corresponding to Fig. 5 are presented in
able 3.

Looking at Fig. 5 and Table 3, several trends can be observed.
n the US EPA cycles, the LF vehicle has approximately the

ame fuel efficiency as the hybrid on the HIWAY sequence, but

he hybrid had better results on the FUDS cycle (14.5% higher
miles kWh−1’). The resulting combined cycle results showed
he hybrid platform outperforming the LF vehicle (higher fuel
conomy values) with an 8.3% improvement. On the more

US06 NEDC ECE J1015

0 1.39 2.06 1.93 1.99
9 1.60 2.23 1.99 2.18

+15.1 +8.3 +3.1 +9.5
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ggressive US06 cycle, the hybrid showed a 15.1% improve-
ent in the fuel economy results. In looking at the European

nd Japanese drive cycles, the increases for the hybrid in fuel
conomy are less, although still improved versus the LF design
or each of these driving cycles.

The dominant factor affecting fuel economy improvements
n the hybrid vehicle is the regenerative braking. On the FUDS
ycle, an urban driving sequence with relatively large amounts of
egenerative braking energy available, nearly 50% of the driving
nergy at the wheel was recovered. Not all of this energy is re-
sable for driving; however, because of the component energy
osses that occur as the energy is transferred from the wheel to
he battery pack and returned. Although the energy recovery is
ot as large on the HIWAY cycle, benefits are still evident for
he Config2 design.

.3. Summary—Config1 versus Config2

The Config2 DHFCV design has improved fuel economy ver-

us the LF design on every drive cycle except for the HIWAY
ycle. The cycle with the largest benefits observed was the US06
rban driving cycle with a 15% increase in the ‘miles kWh−1’
erformance. This improvement is primarily a result of the

C

d
e

ig. 6. Energy flow within the Config2 battery-hybrid DHFCV, FUDS. Note: total en
nergy).
Sources 159 (2006) 1214–1230 1219

egenerative braking capability, slightly lower fuel cell stack
verage power, and reduced battery and dc–dc converter energy
osses. However, the stack auxiliaries also show improvements
n energy usage for Config2. These improvements are due to the
ower average operating power levels for the hybridized system.
All of these effects for the Config2 design are discussed in detail
n the following sections.]

Comparing these results to those observed with Config1,
ome differences are notable. The Config1 vehicle only showed a
1.4% improvement in fuel economy compared to the LF vehicle
n the combined cycle (+6% on FUDS and −5% on HIWAY).
n contrast, the Config2 results show a +8.3% rise above the
F combined cycle results (+14.6% on FUDS and +0% on
IWAY). When the two hybrid platforms are compared directly,

he Config2 vehicle showed improved stack average efficiencies,
ven though it operates in a more dynamic manner. In terms
f losses associated with specific components, the battery and
c–dc converter losses are substantially reduced on the Con-
g2 platform, compared to the equivalent component losses for

onfig1.

Overall, there are three main factors that combine to pro-
uce these results, they are: vehicle weight, fuel cell system
fficiency, and regeneration capabilities. In the case of this study,

ergy associated with each block is sum of drive cycle energy + (soc correction
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he Config2 DHFCV vehicle is 9% heavier than the LF design
130 kg additional mass), negatively affecting overall perfor-
ance. However, on many of the drive cycles, fuel cell system

erformance is improved, as will be discussed later in more
etail. Specifically, total system losses are reduced for the hybrid
ehicle due to more efficient operation of the fuel cell stack
even after accounting for battery and dc–dc converter losses).
t the vehicle level, the regenerative braking capability makes
positive impact on the fuel economy of the Config2 hybrid

latform.
Because of the very limited improvements in energy effi-

iency obtained for the Config1 battery-hybrid design, this
esign is not given any further detailed consideration in this
aper. The remaining sections of this paper are focused on a
etailed analysis and explanation of the reasons for the substan-
ial energy utilization and energy efficiency improvements asso-
iated with the Config2 battery-hybrid DHFCV design (although
he Config1 results are introduced where useful for contrast and
nderstanding).

. Preview of energy analysis results for Config2

As a prelude to the detailed energy analysis for the Con-
g2 design in the following sections, this section focuses on a
review of the energy analysis for the Config2 battery-hybrid
esign. Fig. 6 shows the integrated energy flow diagram within
he Config2 DHFCV for one drive cycle, the FUDS sequence.

From this figure it can be seen that although there is signifi-
ant energy recovered at the wheel due to regenerative breaking
95.6 Wh mile−1 for this case), not all of this recovered wheel
nergy is ultimately available for reuse by the motor in subse-
uent accelerations because of the energy losses that occur in the
ound trip through the transmission, motor, motor electronics,
c–dc converter, and battery.

This diagram emphasizes the complex pattern of net energy
ow for a hybrid DHCV during a drive cycle. It should be
oted that these energy flow diagrams do not reflect the instanta-
eous power flows during any specific part of a drive cycle, but
nstead are the net flows integrated over the entire drive cycle.
t any given point in time, the power is flowing in or out of

he battery. Also, at different times this power is coming from
he regenerative braking and may be flowing to the fuel cell
uxiliaries (if the maximum current limits for the battery are
et).
Note also that since the final SOC after the FUDS cycle was

.77 (SOC ini = 0.8), the apparent vehicle performance num-
ers at the end of the simulation are corrected to account for
his difference in SOC [1]. For example, as shown in this fig-
re, the corrected fuel energy consumed over the drive cycle is
86.1 + (49.7) = 435.8 Wh mile−1. It should also be noted that
he numbers in the parenthesis (. . .) in the energy flow diagram
re the estimated numbers for the SOC correction. The numbers
ot enclosed in the parenthesis are the results from the simula-

ion without SOC correction.

Figs. 7 and 8(a) and (b) show the relative breakdown of the
ehicle side energy consumptions for two drive cycles (FUDS
nd HIWAY). One should note that plots (a) in Fig. 8 are drawn

a
c

c

ehicle energy losses (Wh mile−1), FUDS [DH = LF and DHBhyb2 = Config2]
nd (b) primary vehicle energy losses (Wh mile−1), FUDS, total fuel usage:
yb = 435.76; LF = 500.0.

o different scales to better illustrate the details of the vehicle-
elated losses. These details will be discussed in the sections to
ollow.

Although a detailed discussion will follow, it is worth briefly
oting at this point some of the major effects presented in these
gures. Fig. 7(a) and (b) compare the Config2 and LH vehicles
n the FUDS urban drive cycle. The FC system loss is the largest
actor in the total fuel energy consumed for the Config2 vehicle,
ccounting for a fraction of between 43 and 48% of the total
osses for the two platforms (this is in contrast to over 70%
or the Config1 hybrid platform). With the hybrid vehicle, the
agnitude of the FC system loss was slightly smaller (discussed

ater).
Largely due to the reduced wheel energy as a result of regen-

rative braking, the total fuel energy for the hybrid vehicle was
ower by approximately 13%. Looking at Fig. 7(a), the wheel
nergy parameter for the Config2 hybrid vehicle represents the
nergy necessary for driving at the wheel minus the regenerative
raking energy recovered (also at the wheel). The component
nergy losses associated with this recovered braking energy, as
he energy is transferred from the wheel to the battery pack, are
lso accounted for in the figure. This can be partly explained
ith larger motor and transmission loss parameters for the Con-
g2 hybrid vehicle. Additional battery sub-system losses are

ccounted for in the FC system loss parameter, and will be dis-
ussed later.

Fig. 8(a) and (b) provide vehicle results for the HIWAY drive
ycle. In this cycle, the trends are noticeably different from those
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Fig. 8. Fuel cell vehicle energy characteristics, HIWAY. (a) Total fuel usage and
primary vehicle energy losses (Wh mile−1), HIWAY and (b) primary vehicle
energy losses (Wh mile−1), HIWAY, total fuel usage: Hyb = 407.15; LF = 406.40.
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otes: the scales for the Wh mile in Fig. 7 and this figure are different; the
ot fuel energy is the required energy for the vehicle over the entire drive cycle;
heel energy = ‘wheel driving energy’ − ‘wheel regen energy’.

or the FUDS cycle (Fig. 7). First, the difference in wheel energy
or the two designs is substantially smaller, largely as a result
f reduced regenerative energy recovery. Second, the FC sys-
em loss is actually larger in magnitude for the hybrid vehicle
ompared to that of the LF vehicle. This results in a total fuel
nergy that is approximately equal for both vehicles. The frac-
ion of the total fuel energy attributed to the FC system loss is
bout the same on both platforms for this drive cycle compared
o the equivalent result for the FUDS cycle. Table 4 below re-
ummarizes the magnitude of the losses shown in the previous
gures.
As will be discussed in later sections, the improvement in
C system losses for the Config2 hybrid vehicle (on the FUDS
ycle) comes about due to the lower stack losses and substan-
ially reduced battery and DC/DC component losses.

i
e
t

able 4
ehicle energy lossesa

FC system loss
(Wh mile−1)

Wheel energy
(Wh mile−1)

Trans
(Wh m

onfig2 on FUDS 210.6 109.1 26.1
F on FUDS 216.5 190.9 19.2
onfig2 on HIWAY 181.5 161.1 18.7
F on HIWAY 171.5 173.8 17.2

ote: delta SOC energy not shown in Fig. 8.
a Shown in Fig. 8.
ig. 9. Energy at the wheel in the FUDs cycle. Note: “DHBhyb2” = Config2 and
DH” = LF.

In the following sections the detailed energy characteristics
f the vehicle and sub-systems will be analyzed. The objective is
o understand the variations in energy use between the Config2
ybrid and the LF vehicles and the corresponding differences in
uel economy. The investigation starts at the vehicle side, with
he comparison of the energy losses at the wheel and the drive
rain. Following this, the energy use and losses in the fuel cell
ystem are discussed. For brevity purposes, only three of the
rive cycles are considered in this next section. These are the
UDs, the highway, and the US06 cycles. [Refer to Fig. 5 for the
verall energy consumption of the Config2 and load-following
HFCVs on the seven different drive cycles that were used in

his overall analysis.]

. Vehicle level energy analysis

This section focuses on the vehicle level energy analysis of
he Config2 battery-hybrid DHFCV design. First the “wheel
nergy” usage is examined (i.e., energy at the tire, friction brake
nergy, and wheel energy recovered from regenerative braking)
nd then the “drive train losses” are detailed (i.e., the energy lost
etween the motor electric terminals and the motor mechanical
haft).

.1. Wheel energy
This section will focus on the energy usage at the wheels. This
ncludes the energy at the tire, friction brake energy, and wheel
nergy recovered from regenerative braking. Figs. 9 and 10 show
hese energy characteristics for two drive cycles.

loss
ile−1)

Motor loss
(Wh mile−1)

Vehicle Aux
(Wh mile−1)

Delta SOC energy
(Wh mile−1)

74.5 15.4 4.3
58.1 15.4 0
39.7 6.2 2.2
37.7 6.2 0
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Table 5
Transmission and motor energy losses, FUDS and HIWAY cycles

(Wh mile−1) LF
FUDS

Config2
FUDS

LF
HIWAY

Config2
HIWAY

Trans acc loss 19.15 16.9 17.15 16.2
Trans regen loss – 9.2 (35.2%) – 2.5 (13.4%)
Trans total 19.15 26.1 17.15 18.7
Motor acc loss 58.06 60.8 37.73 36.4
M
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ig. 10. Energy at the wheel, HIWAY cycle. Note: “DHBhyb2” = Config2 and
DH” = LF.

Fig. 9 shows the results for the FUDS cycle. Both vehicles
ave the same aerodynamic drag energy loss given the same
ehicle design. The tire friction energy loss is slightly larger for
he hybrid platform given the heavier vehicle. For the same rea-
on, the total energy required for driving at the wheel is similar,
ut not the same, for both vehicles (larger vehicle mass for the
ybrid platform).

The most important metric to extract from Fig. 9 is the net
heel energy (also shown in Fig. 8). The primary difference in

he wheel energy use between the Config2 and LF platforms
rises from the Config2 vehicle’s ability to capture regenerative
raking. For Config2 on this drive cycle, nearly all of the brak-
ng requirements were met with this capability (though a small
mount of non-zero friction braking does exist). As a result, 47%
f the wheel driving energy is recovered. It is difficult to decipher
rom the results how much of this energy returns to the wheel
or future driving demands. However, the “return trip” energy
osses are accounted for in the form of higher component losses
discussed below).

Fig. 10 shows the same trends for the US HIWAY driving

ycle. Here, there is a substantially reduced braking require-
ent compared to the FUDS cycle in the previous figure (almost
quarter of the FUDS requirement). As a result, the regenera-

ive braking energy is noticeably lower resulting in only a small

a
i
r
t

Fig. 11. Regenerative br
otor regen loss – 13.7 (18.4%) – 3.3 (8.3%)
otor total 58.06 74.5 37.73 39.7

mprovement in the wheel energy demand for the hybrid vehicle
ompared to that of the load-following platform. The slightly
igher wheel driving energy and tire friction for both the FUDS
nd HIWAY cycles can largely be attributed to the heavier vehi-
le for the hybrid platform.

Fig. 11 graphically depicts the flow of regenerative braking
nergy for the Config2 vehicle as it undergoes the round trip
rom the wheel to the battery pack and then back to the wheel
o provide traction power.

.2. Drive train losses

Table 5 summarizes the transmission and electric motor
osses associated with two driving cycles. The motor loss is
efined as the energy lost (not transferred) between the motor
lectric terminals and the motor mechanical shaft. The trans-
ission loss is the energy lost between the motor shaft and the
heel shaft.
On both drive cycles, the driving energy loss (energy lost

uring normal drive mode) for both the transmission and the
lectric motor was similar. In the case of the motor specifically,
he hybrid vehicle had slightly higher driving energy losses.
owever, once regen braking is considered, adding additional

nergy transferred in the reverse direction, both the transmission

nd motor losses increase for the hybrid platform. The signif-
cance of this is that some of the total energy captured during
egenerative braking is lost as it is transferred from the wheel to
he electrical bus and battery.

aking energy flow.
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Table 6
Vehicle efficiency (%)

LF Config2 Config1

HIWAY 38.0 39.4 37.6
Combined 28.5 31.5 29.3
FUDS 20.7 25.0 23.1
US06 27.5 32.6 29.4
NEDC 26.3 29.9 28.3
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It can be seen that the hybrid vehicle transmission driv-
ng losses were, surprisingly, somewhat lower than the load-
ollowing case. This was due to differences in the response of the
ehicles to the drive cycle differences that are within limits, but
an still effect some intermediate energy consumption results.

.2.1. Vehicle efficiency
Vehicle efficiency is defined as:

ehicle efficiency = acceleration energy

fuel energy consumed
× 100

here

riving energy

= climbing energy

+ energy needed to overcome aerodynamic drag

+ energy needed to overcome tire rolling resistance

+ kinetic energy remaining after drive cycle

nd

uel energy consumed = fuel LHV energy content.

his efficiency definition applies for both the load-following and
ybrid cases since regenerative braking for the load-following
ehicle is zero, and for the hybrid vehicle the regenerative brak-
ng energy is implicitly accounted for as a reduction in the fuel
nergy.

Due to the presence of the on-board energy storage system in
he hybrid case, it is important to note that we do account for the
hange in state of charge (SOC) of the battery during the drive
ycle. The total fuel energy consumed during the drive cycle is
orrected by adding in an amount equal to the energy required to
ring the battery SOC back to its initial level. All the energy and
fficiency numbers reported in this paper have been corrected to
ccount for the SOC difference (unless otherwise noted).
Fig. 12 displays the results for the efficiencies of the Config2
nd LF designs. This is basically the same vehicle performance
nformation as shown in Fig. 5, but in terms of the overall vehicle
fficiency instead of the miles kWh−1 metric.

ig. 12. Vehicle energy efficiency for several drive cycles. Note: “DHB-
yb2” = Config2 and “DH” = LF.
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T
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CE 16.0 17.7 17.1
1015 18.8 21.9 20.6

The trends in Fig. 12 show that the Config2 hybrid vehicle has
uperior overall vehicle efficiency on every drive cycle tested (in
ontrast to the results for the Config1 vehicle, where the HIWAY
ycle results were lower than the LF case). This simply means
hat, with Config2, for every unit of fuel energy consumed from
he fuel tank a larger portion of that energy reaches the wheels,
ompared to the LF design (i.e., each unit of fuel energy is used
ore efficiently by the Config2 design). Note that this does not

mply that less fuel will be used per mile; this aspect of vehicle
erformance is properly measured by the miles kWh−1 metric.
or example, as a result of the heavier vehicle for the hybrid
latforms, slightly more energy is required on all drive cycles for
he hybrid designs. Given that the hybrid total vehicle efficiency
s only slightly larger for the HIWAY cycle, for example, this
esults in nearly the same fuel usage overall for the Config2 and
F vehicles on that drive cycle.

Table 6 summarizes the values of the calculated vehicle effi-
iencies for all three DHFCV designs (LF, Config1 and Config2).

The improvements in the hybrid vehicle efficiency results,
ompared to the LF vehicle, are essentially due to the capture of
egenerative braking energy. Drive cycles such as the FUDS and
S06 that tend to have more braking (relative to other cycles)

how a larger improvement in the vehicle efficiency for the
ybrid results.

.3. Vehicle range

The vehicle range depends on the fuel tank size and the spe-
ific energy consumption of each vehicle. In this study, a 37 L
ompressed hydrogen tank (5000 psi) is assumed. This tank size
llows the LF design to travel nearly 300 miles. The assumed

uel mass carried, tank volume and tank weight are stated in
able 7, along with the resulting range (based on the simulated
ombined cycle fuel economy). In this context, the combined

able 7
uel tank characteristics

DH Config2 Config1

uel economy, combined
cycle (miles kWh−1)

2.18 2.36 2.21

ange (miles) 300 325 304
uel mass carried (kg) 4.13 4.13 4.13
olume (L) 180 180 180
ank weight, empty (kg) 64.7 64.7 64.7
ank weight, full (kg) 68.8 68.8 68.8
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ycle is the EPA certification test that takes the FUDS (without
he warm-up period) and the HIWAY driving cycles into account
sing the 55/45 averaging split.

Since the hybrid vehicles have the same fuel tank as the load-
ollowing vehicle, the only factor affecting the vehicle range is
he miles kWh−1 metric for the different vehicle designs. For the
onfig2 hybrid configuration the combined cycle fuel economy

esults are improved over that of the load-following vehicle by
pproximately 8.3%, therefore, the range is increased the same
ercentage.

. Fuel cell system efficiency analysis

Before summarizing the results of the fuel cell system effi-
iency analysis, it is worth reviewing briefly the design and
perational strategy of the Config2 battery-hybrid and the load-
ollowing fuel cell systems. In Fig. 13(a) and (b) respectively,

he fuel cell systems for the load-following and Config2 battery-
ybrid are delineated with a dashed box boundary.

For the load-following vehicle, the fuel cell system is simply
he fuel cell stack plus the associated auxiliaries. The net output

c

(
s

Fig. 13. Fuel cell systems for load-following and CONFIG2 DHFCVs. (
Sources 159 (2006) 1214–1230

lectrical power is provided directly to the motor electronics for
he vehicle drive. In the Config2 case, however, the fuel cell
ystem now includes the battery pack and a power-conditioning
evice (dc–dc power converter). In both vehicles, the common
ttribute is that the system connects to the motor electronics.

In addition to required modifications in vehicle and system
ontrols for the Config2 DHFCV, the hybrid vehicle fuel cell
ystems include two distinctly new components compared to
he load-following vehicle: (1) a relatively large battery pack
nd (2) a dc–dc converter. The battery pack energy storage and
eak power capabilities are chosen (through a design exercise
sing iterative simulations) to provide both a significant battery-
nly driving range (energy plus peak power) and the peak power
cceptance requirements for regenerative braking energy recov-
ry and reuse, respectively. In general, regenerative braking
nergy capture is maximized with a high energy storage and
eak power battery pack, but an excessively large battery pack

auses efficiency losses because of the added vehicle weight.

In contrast to the load-following DHFCV fuel cell system
where the auxiliary power requirements are met directly by the
tack output power), in the Config2 battery-hybrid the energy

a) Load-following vehicle and (b) Config2 battery-hybrid DHFCV.
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or the fuel cell auxiliaries goes through a dc–dc converter (and
ossibly a round trip through the battery pack). Consequently
here is an added energy loss in this component, compared to
he load-following case.

On the upside for Config2, during dynamic operation the
ecoupling of the fuel cell system auxiliary power requirements
rom the stack (auxiliary power demands are met by the battery,
ot directly by the fuel cell stack) offers potential efficiency
dvantages that can be exploited through the use of an appropri-
te control strategy. For example, for Config2 the energy needed
y the auxiliaries for high-power operation can be produced and
tored in the battery during low stack power demand (hence high
tack efficiency). This decreases the overall stack losses during
drive cycle (compared to a load-following case).

In contrast, for the load-following system the auxiliary cur-
ent demand (supplied directly from the stack) increases the
nstantaneous stack current and forces the stack into a higher
ower (lower efficiency) region during high-power demand con-
itions. As noted above, in the Config2 case the current required
or these auxiliaries originates from the battery, and this dimin-
shes the resulting increase in stack current under these con-
itions (with a corresponding increase in instantaneous stack
fficiency), compared to the load-following stack current.

.1. Steady-state effects

When comparing fuel cell system operation and system effi-
iency between the load-following and Config2 battery-hybrid
ehicle platforms, dynamic behavior (rapidly changing power
emands) causes the major differences in system operation.
owever, before specifically addressing dynamic operation, it

s useful to set the stage in terms of steady-state operation of the
oad-following fuel cell system. A steady-state fuel cell system

nalysis has been previously performed for the load-following
HFCV [2]. The results are presented in Fig. 14, which shows

he steady-state efficiencies for the stack (“stack”) vis-à-vis the
ystem, where the auxiliary parasitic loads are included (“net”).

Fig. 14. Steady-state efficiency for the fuel cell system.
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Several trends are important to note. First, the difference
etween the stack and net efficiency becomes larger at higher
ower loads, because of rapidly increasing power demand from
he auxiliaries (particularly from the air supply system). Second,
t low power the net efficiency also sharply decreases compared
o the stack values. This occurs because the air compressor idle
ower (based on minimum compressor speed) is quite large rel-
tive to the very low stack power output. Third, the system peak
ower capability is significantly less than the stack peak power
83 kW) because of the auxiliary parasitic loads (a reduction of
5 kW in this example).

.2. Dynamic effects

When the load-following and Config2 DHFCVs are sim-
lated over dynamic driving cycles, the fuel cell stacks are
ubjected to quite significantly different dynamic demands. One
easure of this difference is the values for the peak stack power,

he average stack power, and the average stack efficiency over
he drive cycle. Table 8 shows these three stack parameters for
omparison purposes, based on results from three primary US
riving cycles (FUDS, HIWAY, US06).

The first column shows the peak stack power draw over
he drive cycles. This parameter provides an indication of
he “dynamic range” of the power demand placed on the
tack. For all three drive cycles, the peak power required was
oticeably reduced for the Config2 hybrid platform (35% for
he US06 cycle and 17% for the FUDS). This reduction in
eak stack power occurs for two reasons: (1) battery power
s available to supplement the drive motor current demand
n the hybrid platform and (2) the auxiliaries are powered
irectly by the battery thereby reducing the direct stack load.
ven after noting that these peak points are not required very
ften, the average stack power requirements were reduced
y approximately 20% for all three drive cycles shown in
able 8.

For the resulting stack efficiency over the drive cycle, the
verage numbers are shown in the far right column of Table 8.
or the FUDS and HIWAY cycles, the average efficiency
as very similar for both platforms. On the US06 cycle, not

urprisingly, the average efficiency improved for the hybrid

ehicle.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the dynamic behavior of the fuel cell
tack within each of the DHFCV designs when the Config2 and
F vehicles are operated over the FUDS drive cycle. Note that

able 8
uel cell system dynamic characteristics

Peak stack
power (kW)

Ave stack
power (kW)

Ave stack
eff (%)

onfig2 – FUDS 44.7 4.7 62.3
F – FUDS 53.7 6.0 62.0
onfig2 – HIWAY 32.3 9.8 61.8
F – HIWAY 36.5 12.0 61.1
onfig2 – US06 55.4 14.9 58.2
F – US06 84.0 19.3 56.2
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Fig. 15. Config2 stack

he vertical scales of these two figures are not the same. The
cales were chosen to show the full dynamic range for each
esign, and the dynamic range of power demand is significantly
ower for Config2 versus the LF design.

Looking at these two figures, the dynamic behavior of the
uel cell stack on both vehicle platforms is very similar. That is,
he frequency of the changing power demand does not seem to
e significantly different.

The primary trend to observe, as noted above, is the magni-
ude of the dynamic power range demanded from the stacks. For
he Config2 design, the peak power demands are buffered by the
se of the battery pack, reducing the peak power requirements
f the fuel cell stack (to ∼45 kW for this example) compared to
he LF (∼54 kW peak power demand). Additionally, note that
or the hybrid the stack power drops to zero during vehicle idle
onditions. This is possible because that the battery supplies the
lectrical current needs of the stack auxiliaries and vehicle aux-

liaries, which can therefore be kept in a non-zero-power idle
perating mode even if the stack is at zero power. However, as a
ractical matter, the control scheme would probably operate the
tack at a at a low power rating. We expect our simulated con-

p
v
s
s

Fig. 16. LF stack gross p
power, kW (FUDS).

rol scheme to have a broader impact rather than just impacting
fficiency.

. Detailed loss analysis for the fuel cell system

This section focuses on the results from the detailed energy
oss and flow analysis of the Config2 battery-hybrid fuel cell
ystem vis-à-vis the LF (load-following) fuel cell system. In
ddition to the system level analysis, the results for the fuel cell
ystem components (i.e., the battery pack and fuel cell stack)
re also presented.

Net fuel cell system efficiency is defined below. It is impor-
ant to note that significantly different physical and operational
haracteristics exist between the load-following and hybrid
uel cell systems. For example, net power of the fuel cell
ystem for the load-following case accounts for the fuel cell
tack, plus auxiliaries. However, in the hybrid case the net

ower now accounts for these losses plus the dc–dc con-
erter and the battery pack. Though the detailed component
tructure within the systems is different, the net efficiency is
till defined as the net energy supplied to the vehicle drive

ower, kW (FUDS).
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otor and vehicle auxiliaries, divided by the total fuel energy
onsumed.

et electric energy

= driving energy to motor electronics

−regenerative energy recovered at the motor electronics

+energy consumed by the vehicle auxiliaries

et efficiency = net electric energy

(LHVH2 )(mass of hybrogenfuel consumed)

n order to better understand the reasons behind the losses in
he fuel cell systems for the load-following versus the Con-
g1 and Config2 battery-hybrid DHFCVs, it is useful to look
t the breakdown of the system losses in the three systems.
his breakdown is shown in Fig. 17(a) and (b), in alternative

ormats.
For the FUDS cycle, the Config2 fuel cell system losses
re lower overall compared to the LF case. The air compressor
nd WTM (water and thermal management) losses are slightly
arger for the Config2 case but the differences are relatively

inor. The real differences in the Config2 fuel cell system losses

ig. 17. Fuel cell system energy loss (Wh mile−1), FUDS. (a) Total FC sys-
em energy loss. Note: DHBhyb = Config1, DHBhyb2 = Config2 and DH = LF.
b) Breakdown of FC system energy loss (Wh mile−1), FUDS. Note: DHB-
yb2 = Config2 and DH = LF.
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ccur because of the dc–dc and battery pack losses—which
re absent in the load-following system. However, the reduc-
ion in stack losses (compared to the load-following case) more
han compensates for these additional component losses expe-
ienced for the Config2 design. The reason for the lower stack
osses (and the higher compressor losses) will be discussed later,
ut they essentially occur because of the lower average power
emanded of the stack. Additionally, the total demanded stack
urrent (cumulative over the FUDS drive cycle) is lower for
he Config2 hybrid platform, partly as a result of the energy
ecovered from regenerative braking and stored in the battery
ack for use meeting subsequent drive motor power demands.
verall, the total fuel cell system loss was 2.8% less for
onfig2.

Comparing the two hybrid platforms on the FUDS cycle,
he Config2 total systems losses are substantially reduced com-
ared to the Config1 hybrid platform. The fuel cell system
oss was 12% lower for the Config2 case. This is largely
ttributed to the reduced battery and dc–dc converter losses.
he dc–dc converter loss is lower in Config2 because less over-
ll current flows through the dc–dc converter (compared to
onfig1), since the stack current passes directly to the drive
otor upon demand. The battery losses are lower in Config2

ecause less total energy is demanded of the battery pack dur-
ng driving (this is largely due to the control algorithms used for
onfig2.

Slightly different trends are observed in Fig. 18(a) and (b),
hich shows the energy losses and loss breakdown for the
IWAY cycle.
The lower power demands of this cycle result in smaller dif-

erences between the load-following and Config2 loss numbers.
n this drive cycle, the total system loss was only 6% larger for

he hybrid vehicle.
As noted earlier, some of the component losses shown in these

gures include energy lost as the regenerative braking energy is
ransferred from the wheels to the battery pack, and subsequently
eturned to the wheels for driving. In the case of Figs. 17 and 18,
he battery and dc–dc converter losses account for inefficiencies
f these energy flows.

Losses in the battery pack are due to the internal I2R losses
ccurring both during charge and discharge periods (higher cur-
ents result in greater losses in the battery). Figs. 17 and 18
resent the battery losses on the FUDS and HIWAY drive
ycles, respectively. The results indicate that although the bat-
ery is useful for taking up the energy during regeneration,
his comes at a price in terms of I2R battery losses during
oth charge and discharge. Note that there is a net energy
rain on the battery for both of the drive cycles in these fig-
res. There is battery charge and discharge during the cycle,
ut most of the charging energy came from the regenerative
raking energy recovery rather than from primary energy gen-
rated by the fuel cell stack from the hydrogen fuel. As a
esult, even though there is a net energy drain on the battery,

he lower SOC limit of 0.7 is not reached during these test
ycles.

For further clarification of this point, the battery pack SOC
ariation for the US06 cycle is presented in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 18. Total fuel cell system energy loss (Wh mile−1), HIWAY. (a) Total
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C system energy loss. Note: DHBhyb = Config1, DHBhyb2 = Config2 and
H = LF. (b) Breakdown of FC system energy loss (Wh mile−1), HIWAY. Note:
HBhyb2 = Config2 and DH = LF.

The US06 cycle is appropriate for evaluating battery stress
ecause it is the most demanding of the US EPA driving cycles
n terms of drive train power demand. It should be noted that
he lower SOC limit of 0.7 is not reached for any of the cycles
nvestigated (including FUDS, HIWAY, ECE, J1015, EUDC)
hen the initial battery SOC was set to 0.8, even for this very
emanding US06 cycle. This is as a result of the specific control
cheme used for the fuel cell system and battery pack control

or the Config2 hybrid vehicle [1].

Note that the energy and loss numbers reported here do com-
ensate for the energy stored or taken out of the energy storage

Fig. 19. Config2 Battery Pack SOC variation (US06 cycle).
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ystem. This SOC correction is necessary in order to account for
he energy supplied from the battery. In the absence of this cor-
ection, the resulting numbers will paint an incorrect and overly
ptimistic picture of the overall fuel efficiency. The method
dopted in this study to make this correction is described in
etail in the literature [1].

. Summary, discussion and conclusions

This paper utilizes the load-following and battery-hybrid
irect-hydrogen versions of the existing FCVSim fuel cell vehi-
le simulation tool that has been developed to provide a dynamic
nd realistic FCV simulation tool [1,2]. This is the final paper
f a three paper series that focuses on the simulation and analy-
is of the DHFCV (direct-hydrogen fuel cell vehicle). The first
wo papers presented the methodology and detailed construc-
ion of the dynamic simulation tool for the LF (load-following)
nd battery-hybrid DHFCV designs evaluated in this paper
1,2].

There are several elements that are unique to the battery-
ybrid direct-hydrogen fuel cell system (i.e., not required for
load-following fuel cell system). They are: a dc–dc con-

erter, the battery pack and associated battery pack controller,
nd the implementation of regenerative braking with the use
f a regenerative braking controller. These additional elements
nable the capture and reuse of regenerative braking energy
y the hybrid designs to reduce the primary (fuel) energy use
y the battery-hybrid DHFCV designs. The use of a battery
ack also leads to the need for a post drive cycle battery
OC correction to the basic simulation results for energy use
1].

As is well known, regenerative braking energy capture is
trongly drive cycle and vehicle design dependent. For example,
n the FUDS driving sequence almost twice as much energy
ecovery per mile occurs at the wheel as for the case of the
S06 cycle. These hybrid vehicle results are obviously depen-
ent on the detailed design chosen for evaluation. For example,
f a smaller than optimum battery pack is used, the regenerative
raking benefits are reduced below the values determined in this
tudy.

It is very important to note, however, that this calculation
nly accounts for the energy recovered at the wheel. In order
or this energy to be useful for motive power (and therefore to
ffect the vehicles energy efficiency) a dynamic “round trip” effi-
iency needs to be evaluated (where the energy passes through
he transmission and motor to charge the battery pack and then
s discharged back through the same chain to the wheels). The
dded weight of the hybrid fuel cell system and the inefficien-
ies of the battery pack “round trip” and dc–dc converter all
iminish the expected advantage of regenerative energy braking.
he vehicle simulations in this study evaluated these additional

osses for the battery-hybrid DHFCV configuration as realisti-
ally as possible [1].
In addition, the potentially beneficial tradeoff of improving
he stack-auxiliary efficiency by limiting the dynamic operation
f the fuel cell system does not yield significant improvement
n the overall energy efficiency of the vehicle. Particularly, the
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verage stack power and average stack efficiency are very sim-
lar for both the load-following and battery-hybrid DHFCV
esigns.

The major conclusion from this study is that only for cycles
ith a large amount of regenerative braking at low to mid power

evels (e.g., the FUDS cycle) are there significant advantages in
erms of overall fuel economy that can clearly be attributed to the
ybrid configuration and regenerative braking energy recovery.
or other drive cycles, advantages may lie in the intangibles
ssociated with less stringent dynamic performance require-
ents placed on the fuel cell systems designed for use in hybrid

ehicles, but such advantages do not manifest themselves in
mproved fuel economy for the battery-hybrid DHFCV designs
onsidered in this paper.

Finally, it is important to add a strong disclaimer regard-
ng any attempt to blindly generalize the results of this specific
tudy to apply to all possible FCV hybrid designs. The results of
his study apply only to the two specific battery-hybrid DHFCV
esigns, system configurations and component arrangements
pecifically analyzed (Figs. 2 and 3). Other components (e.g.,
ltra-capacitors) or component architectures and system designs
ay yield fuel economy gains in excess of those shown in this

tudy. Also the loss characteristics assumed for the hybrid com-
onents in this study are key in determining the detailed results
f the study, and any improvements in these component loss
haracteristics will change the detailed results. Lastly, alternate
ontrol architecture and tuning parameters will have a strong
nfluence on the results.
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ppendix B. Vehicle parameters

ehicle type Load-following DH

ehicle
rag coefficient 0.3
rontal area 2.20 m2

heels
heel radius 0.3556 m

otal wheel inertia 4 kg m2

olling friction coefficient 0.01
ehicle hotel load 0.3 kW
ax mechanical brake force 10.000 Ns

est weight See end of table
r Sources 159 (2006) 1214–1230 1229

Anthony Eggert, David Friedman, Monterey Gardiner, Meena
Sundaresan, and Peter Vagadori.

Appendix A

Acc acceleration
Aero aerodynamic
Aux auxiliary
Batt battery
Comp compressor
CONFIG configuration
DHFCV direct-hydrogen fuel cell vehicle
DHBhyb direct-hydrogen battery-hybrid system
ECE a standard European drive cycle
Eff efficiency
EPA federal environmental protection agency
FC fuel cell
FCV fuel cell vehicle
FUDS federal urban driving schedule (US)
HIWAY federal highway cycle (US)
Hyb Hybrid type vehicle
ICE internal combustion engine
J10-15 A standard Japanese driving cycle
LF load-following type vehicle
LHV low heating values
Motor loss motor energy loss
NiMH nickel metal hydride battery
PNGV partnership for a new generation vehicle
Propulsion energy required for vehicle propulsion
Regen regenerative braking
s seconds
SOC state of charge
soc c energy required to correct for the battery SOC at the

end of a drive cycle
t time
Tot fuel energy energy of total fuel into vehicle

Trans loss drive train energy loss
US06 an additional US driving cycle
WTM water and thermal management system

Hybrid Config2 Comments

Comparable to mid size veh
No change Comparable to mid size veh
No change Comparable to mid size veh
No change 14′ wheel radius

No change
No change
No change
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Appendix B (Continued )

Vehicle type Load-following DH Hybrid Config2 Comments

Fuel cell system
Net power 66.5 kW No change
Power density 0.35 kW kg−1

Static efficiency map Fig. 14
Fuel cell stack technology PEM No change
Number of cells 450
Cell area 360 cm2

Membrane resistance 0.07 � cm2

Open circuit voltage 0.9 V cell−1

Compressor Vairex twinscrew No change Without expander
Water and thermal management

system (WTM)
Water sustainable 80 ◦C stack temp No change

Transmission
Number of gears 1 No change
Total gear ratio incl. differential 8.9 No change
Transmission efficiency Performance map No change Transmission designed for EV

Electric motor
Technology 75 kW induction motor No change
Maximum torque 260 Nm No change
Maximum speed 10.000 rpm No change
Characteristic speed 2750 rpm at nominal voltage No change
Nominal voltage 312 V No change
Motor efficiency Performance map No change
Torque as a function of voltage Performance map No change
Motor inertia 0.1 kg m2 No change
Scale factor (for torque only) 1.0 0.9 Reduced scalar affected performance,

but not weight.

Mass balance
Shell mass 1000 kg No change
Payload

Driver 75 kg No change From PNGV 300 lb payload
Luggage 60 kg

Fuel cell system massa 190 kg No change
Motor mass (including power

electronic and transmission)
112.5 kg No change Based on Ford Ecostar 68 kW, scaled

Fuel (full tank assumed) 4.13 kg hydrogen equivalent to
68.8 kg full tank mass

No change Compressed hydrogen storage
capacity: 6 % weight @ 5000 psi

Battery management system N/A 130 kg NiMH battery pack: 100 kg, DC/DC
conditioner: 30 kg

1630 kg

dc–

[

[

285.
“Test” weight incl. driver 1500 kg

a Includes water and thermal management system. Excludes fuel tank, fuel and
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